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        Bespoke Kitchen Design and Installation Across the South East

        Lime Designs brings a wealth of experience to your kitchen project, delivering a professional start-to-finish service tailored to your needs.
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      Kitchen Designers 
in Dorking, Surrey, Sussex, the South East & Across the UK

      If you're looking for inspiration, then look no further than Lime Designs. As a fully independent business, we are experts in working across all budgets and project sizes.

We design, supply and install a wide range of kitchens and wider living spaces very much in partnership with you, working alongside you throughout the process, understanding your lifestyle and needs. 

We believe that functionality does not mean compromising on style and will always strive to create a stunning kitchen within your budget. Our kitchen designers pride themselves on achieving 100% client satisfaction first time, every time. 

Our experienced, dedicated team of kitchen planners listens carefully, keeps things clear and simple, and always delivers outstanding service. As a result, we have swiftly become one of the most trusted kitchen showrooms in Surrey, Sussex and the South East.

As our reputation as a kitchen company grows, so does our client list. We have satisfied customers in Leatherhead, Redhill, Banstead, Epsom, Guildford, Cobham, Reigate, Esher, Horsham and throughout the surrounding areas, with our design and installation services. In fact, our services stretch far beyond our Dorking showroom because we supply kitchens nationwide.


      At Lime Designs We Offer

      	
          
            

          

          A wide range of quality kitchens from UK manufacturers to meet your budget.

        
	
          
            

          

          Full design using the latest CAD technology.


        
	
          
            

          

          Free, no obligation home surveys and designs by our expert design team.

        
	
          
            

          

          Installation service offering complete renovation of your living space which includes, structural work, plastering, electrical, tiling, plumbing and heating for a one-stop for your project.


        
	
          
            

          

          Supply only, supply and installation or complete project management.

        


      Whether in our hometown of Dorking, Surrey, Sussex or anywhere across the UK, we put our clients at the heart of everything we do. To arrange an initial consultation with one of our kitchen designers, please call us on 01306 884 666.
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          Design

          Our expert design service includes a site survey, advice and full kitchen design using CAD software.
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          Supply

          We supply kitchens from a range of leading manufacturers and in any style required, from modern to Shaker.
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          Installation

          Lime Designs can supply a custom installation service, including all required trades, taking the stress out of your project.


        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
          Manufactured in Britain

          All the kitchens we supply are manufactured in Britain. We choose our suppliers carefully to ensure the highest quality standards.


        

      

      
        
          Modern Kitchens

          We are adept at creating modern kitchens with sleek lines, bold colours or monochrome finishes.


        

      

      
        
          Traditional Kitchens

          We also design traditional kitchens with timeless elegance, utilising natural materials, rustic finishes and decorative details.


        

      

      
        
          Shaker Kitchens

          Simple lines and versatile design make Shaker kitchens a leading choice for homes in the South East.


        

      

    

  

  
    
      About Us

      We established Lime Designs in 2017, bringing together a team that shares more than 50 years of experience in the kitchen industry. Our vision from the outset was clear: build and maintain a reputation as a leading independent kitchen company in Surrey, Sussex, the South East and across the UK. With our combined depth of knowledge, project management experience and one of the most welcoming kitchen showrooms in the region, we have achieved exactly that.

As the company’s founders, we still operate as the directors today. Our working relationship stretches back to 2006, when we worked alongside each other at a new start-up business. This was an innovative new brand to the UK and one with ambitions to rival the biggest names in the kitchen trade market.

Our careers followed almost identical paths for the next 10 years. We both enjoyed great success and earned respected reputations for our impressive efficiency and genuine passion for delivering first-class customer service to clients.

In 2011, our respective hard work was rewarded when we were appointed directors of this business which had grown into a well-established trade-only company serving the UK from over 150 locations.

However, we both harboured long-term personal ambitions to launch our own kitchen and joinery company. In 2016, the time was right to take the step, so we formed a partnership to build a kitchen company that represents our shared vision, values and principles.

We firmly believe that in order to deliver truly unique kitchens, we must understand the lifestyle and specific needs of each individual. As part of our highly personal service, our kitchen planners carry out a meticulous design and installation process based around the information you share with us, ensuring a kitchen that delivers the ‘wow-factor’.

As time-served kitchen designers, we work on the understanding that optimising functionality does not need to result in a compromise on style. Our kitchens provide the perfect blend of efficiency, practical use of available space and stunning designs.

We also offer a joinery service that includes made-to-measure staircases, flooring and doors, as well as a wide range of other bespoke products.

If you live in Horsham, Esher, Cobham, Reigate, Banstead, Epsom, Guildford, Leatherhead, Redhill or any other location near our Dorking showroom, pay us a visit and find out what makes us different from other kitchen showrooms. For customers in any other UK location, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with us. Our specialist kitchen planners are always on hand to help.


      Supporting Our Local Community
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          We are now in our 6th year of sponsoring Dorking Wanderers as a local kitchen company, we believe being part of, and supporting, the local community is extremely important. As such, we engage in and assist with as many local activities and events as possible.

Here at Lime Designs, we pride ourselves on committing our time, financial support and our business to a wide range of community events, sports clubs and charitable organisations. We firmly believe in “keeping it local”, so wherever possible we help to promote local charities and businesses.
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            Dedicated Showroom

          

          We have a specialist kitchen showroom in Dorking where you can browse our range and speak with our designers.
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            Quality Kitchens

          

          We only supply the very best kitchens from British manufacturers renowned for their quality and craftsmanship.
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            Range of Styles

          

          Our customers can choose from a vast range of kitchen styles, from bold and contemporary to elegant and traditional.
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            Design and Installation

          

          We can provide a complete design and installation service, so you don’t have to organise multiple tradespeople.
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            Free Consultations

          

          Our free consultation service makes it easy to get your project off the ground. We offer in-person and online consultations.
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            Past Projects

          

          See some of the stunning kitchen projects we have completed for customers in Surrey, Sussex and further afield.


        

      

    

  

  
    
    

  

  
    
      If you require experienced kitchen designers in Surrey, Sussex, the South East or any other UK location, send an email to enquiries@lime-designs.co.uk.
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          By clicking “Accept All Cookies”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts. View our Privacy Policy for more information.
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              When you visit websites, they may store or retrieve data in your browser. This storage is often necessary for the basic functionality of the website. The storage may be used for marketing, analytics, and personalization of the site, such as storing your preferences. Privacy is important to us, so you have the option of disabling certain types of storage that may not be necessary for the basic functioning of the website. Blocking categories may impact your experience on the website.
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              These items are used to deliver advertising that is more relevant to you and your interests. They may also be used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement and measure the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. Advertising networks usually place them with the website operator’s permission.
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    Website Renovation in Progress! 
A Fresh Website Experience is Coming Soon
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